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Introduction 
For generations, market gardens have been a key feature of UK fruit and vegetable 
production, supplying fresh produce to the local area, creating jobs and 
contributing to regional food culture. Historically, market garden businesses were 
passed down through the family and had a strong connection to their local 
community. However a combination of consolidation and business closure has led 
to a significant reduction in their number. In the 1970s, and again more recently, 
there has been an explosion of interest in starting up small vegetable growing 
operations, similar to these traditional market gardens. It is difficult to gauge the 
number of farms, as official figures do not monitor agricultural or horticultural 
holdings under 5 hectares. We estimate that there may be several hundred small 
market gardens some of them certified for organic production but many not.1 
 

This debate comes at an interesting time for the UK. Brexit means there is a focus 
on increasing UK food production, with fruit and vegetables being an obvious 
choice for health reasons. At the same time there is increasing interest in how 
viable small to medium horticultural enterprises are within the current food 
system.  

Market gardens are of particular interest within the access to land debate for a 
number of reasons. They often occupy the most valuable and sought-after land 
surrounding urban areas. They are most under threat from urban development and 
because of exorbitant land values (UK land prices have risen astronomically over 
the past decade) out of reach for purchase or rent by new or young farmers. 
Horticulture has also seen significant land consolidation causing increasing polarity 
between small and very large enterprises. Yet market gardens remain the entry 
point of choice for many new farmers, despite these obstacles. 

The Soil Association has been training new organic growers for nearly a decade 
through its Future Grower scheme and has traced their trajectory from novice to 
more experienced market gardener. Like other training and support mechanisms, 
we have seen increasing numbers of new entrants choosing the small-scale farming 
and growing route. For many, it is too early to monitor the long-term success of 
these enterprises. However, it is not too early to cast some light on the challenges 
they face, and the pressures on growers and their ability to generate a livelihood.  

This document draws the work of the Soil Association, the Organic Growers 
Alliance, our experience of running a training programme for new entrants, our 
role in establishing the Community Supported Agriculture Network UK and a 
number of other informal sources. Of note is an informal study of the viability of a 
range of vegetable farms carried out by Moss Brook Growers, a group of new 
farmers that set up a market garden as part of an organic food cooperative on the 
outskirts of Manchester. Their study intended to encourage existing producers to 
do more detailed financial analysis of their businesses, to examine the differences 
between businesses, and to evaluate the viability of different routes to market. It 
looked at businesses that were supplying only their own produce direct, others that 
were also supplying bought in produce directly and those that were supplying to 
wholesale – either as part of the enterprise or exclusively. With many small farmers 
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struggling to be financially viable, it provided a valuable insight into examples of 
best practice, areas of good yield potential, profitability, use of labour, input costs 
and tipping points in terms of scale.  

Throughout this discussion we will return to the core issue of land and its role in 
why some market gardens fail, some survive and some thrive. 

 

What is a ‘market garden’?  
There are certain elements that are specific to market gardens while other 
elements may be more variable. 
Land area - while it is tempting to consider market gardens to be of very small 
scale, there are medium sized farms of up to 50 acres that might fit this title. 
What is more significant is the jump 
between these small to medium farms 
and the very large farms, which 
operate at approx. 100 acres 
upwards. This polarity is driven in 
large part by the ever-shrinking 
margins in fresh produce. Medium and 
large farms are consolidating to give 
them economy of scale and access to 
larger markets. While at the other 
end of the spectrum, small growers 
are finding a niche through growing 
high value crops and direct marketing 
to local consumers. 

Location – market gardens generally establish themselves close to urban markets. 
Cities have historically established themselves on the most fertile land, and 
subsequently concreted over much of this prime land as they expand. Small farms 
have also thrived in more rural but affluent locations and areas where there is a 
tourist market or an ‘alternative lifestyle’ culture. Of course, there are always 
exceptions to the rule, where growers have managed to thrive even without an 
obvious market like Nathan Richards of Troed y Rhiw in West Wales for example 
who began selling vegetables from a surfboard near the beach in the middle of 
nowhere.  

Crops – the choice and range of crops produced by market gardens is also a 
defining factor. With a smaller land area, but closer to markets and labour, they 
often choose to produce high value crops, such as salads over lower value root and 
field scale crops like onions and potatoes. This range and value of crops means that 
they are also much more likely to rely on protected growing and the use of 
polytunnels and greenhouses to extend the season, protect high value crops and 
offer more exotic fruit and vegetables such as peppers and aubergines that would 
not otherwise grow in the UK climate. 

Routes to market – market gardens are closer to their customers. They tend to 
choose routes to market that enable them to direct sell, for example through on-
site farm shops, farmers markets and box schemes. They may also make deliveries 
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to local shops and restaurants, which although essentially ‘wholesale’ can be seen 
as a more direct style of wholesale and as such, allow growers to retain more of 
the value. 

Reasons people choose this model  
The Soil Association and other organisations2 involved in new entrant training have 
all found that this group of new farmers often come to horticulture after an 
unrelated career and often make a conscious “lifestyle” choice to earn less (which 
they usually do) and have a better work / life balance (although this is not always 
the case). They tend to be white, middle class and educated, often to degree level 
in a non-related subject. Many also see food as an arena for activism and have an 
“anti-big business” attitude that leads them deliberately to set up something small 
and local. They recognise the multifunctional aspects of food and land and value 
community. 
Human scale production - market gardens and small-scale production stand 
opposed to large corporate farms, particularly in vegetable production where 
labour is provided by migrant gangs, only as far as they cannot be replaced by 
mechanisation. Today’s market gardeners want to know their land and crops 
directly, to be able to walk their fields. They value close working relationships, 
either with their employees, volunteers or members in the case of community 
supported agriculture. A small number are cooperatives. They are often influenced 
by a “small is beautiful” approach. 

Autonomy – as small businesses, market gardens offer their owners the opportunity 
to take control and make their own decisions, to define their own working 
arrangements and to achieve success on their own terms and through their own 
hand. As entrepreneurs, they have to understand all aspects of their business, they 
can choose the people they work with and take responsibility for their own risks. 

Community connections – the recent rise of interest in small market gardens has 
come out of the success of the local food movement. These growers want to supply 
locally and to have a real connection to their customers and the local community. 
Feedback from the end consumer can also provide validation for all the hard work 
put into growing a crop. Many choose to operate a CSA model and to encourage 
volunteers onto their holdings. Once they have some experience under their belt, 
many also start looking at running courses or other events as a way of diversifying 
their income. 

Tight feedback loops - growers who supply the large supermarkets often only hear 
from their customers if there is a problem, for example when a load is rejected for 
cosmetic reasons. They rarely get positive feedback from those that actually eat 
their produce. This can get demoralising. Conversely small producers, and to some 
extent those supplying into smaller regional wholesalers, do get that 
communication and this helps validate their effort (in addition to any financial 
reward). 

Variety and complexity of work - having a wide range of crops (markets gardens 
often grow 50+ varieties) makes life more interesting. A study3 showing that farm 
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3	http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0048969707011564	



workers were happier on organic farms than on non-organic holdings concludes that 
it is likely to have been because they tend to have more enterprises and therefore 
the “range and number of tasks workers performed each day” is more varied. 
Wiltshire grower, Pete Richardson claims: “I couldn’t only grow six crops, I’d get 
bored”. However, this range also brings complexity: getting the balance between 
keeping your work interesting and being able to effectively and efficiently manage 
that range of crops is tricky.  
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Access to land for market gardens 
New market gardens face various challenges to establish themselves, many of 
which are common to all new farms. These include the high cost of land, large 
amounts of capital for investment infrastructure, and lack of access to finance. 
However, they also face additional pressures that are specific to how they deal 
with access to land.  

Location, location, location - market gardens have traditionally developed around 
cities. However modern competition for land, from housing, infrastructure such as 
transport and recreation needs have driven prices up dramatically. In Bristol for 
instance, an area of Grade 1 agricultural land known as the Blue Finger, was once a 
hot bed of market gardens. Now it hosts a community supported agriculture farm, 
Sims Hill; Feed Bristol, a food and farming education project that includes a cluster 
of other small growing business; allotments and a care farm. However, a large area 
was recently lost to a new transport project despite huge public opposition. A 
major factor in this decision was that the soil, and in particular the Grade 1 soil in 
this location, had no legal protection so even if the planning authorities are 
sympathetic they have no legal basis on which to refuse development. 



Land versus labour and markets - urban proximity does provide the benefit of 
being of being closer to housing, labour and potentially affluent markets, although 
the often low income from farming is often not enough to cover urban 
accommodation costs. A high density of population and therefore restaurants, 
shops, farmers markets and box schemes, mean shorter supply chains and being 
closer to the end customer, with whom they can develop personal relationships. 
This produces an interesting dynamic (that is even more exaggerated in urban 
farms), where there is limited land, but proximity to markets and labour influences 
crop choices and marketing approaches. Many farms focus on producing high value 
crops intensively, such as salads, herbs, unusual varieties and choose to buy in 
those more extensively grown, field scale produced roots vegetables that need 
more land, store and travel well and are less dependent on labour. This in turn 
leads to dependencies on larger farms that are producing these crops. 

How much land? Market gardens need less land than many other types of farms. 
This should make access to land much easier. Working out how much land is 
needed to support a livelihood is not easy, though the question is frequently asked. 
There are a large number of factors that come into play, such as: 

• Location, and in particular proximity to potential customers 
• Soil type and quality 
• Local climatic conditions 
• Crop choice 
• Market (ie wholesale, direct, CSA)  
• Confidence and experience of the grower  
• Extent of co-operation and shared resource with other businesses 

 
Many new growers start out small with the aim of expanding as their skill and 
confidence increases. A recent Future Grower graduate has estimated that her 
ideal starting point is 2 acres or approximately 0.8 ha which would feed 50 people 
using a box scheme marketing model. She also saw it as the maximum one person 
could realistically farm without becoming overly mechanised.4  

However, the non-farming pressures on land, particularly in desirable areas, mean 
that once a grower does decide to expand, it is not always as easy as expected to 
find suitable land nearby. Our experience has shown that with a lot of hard work, 
choosing high value crops (such as salad leaves or seed production), on good land, 
near a substantial market, a grower might be able to make a living from one 
hectare. 

Infrastructure and planning - as well as the cost and difficulties associated with 
finding land, market gardens need a range of other infrastructure if they are to 
succeed: 

• Protected cropping area - the UK climate means that most growers will need 
some area of polytunnels or glasshouse space to make their operation 
viable. This might be for propagation, summer tender crops or extending the 
season for hardier crops. 

• Irrigation - the need and therefore cost will vary greatly depending on 
location and crops, however almost all vegetable growers will need some 
access to clean water for irrigation. 
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• Packing and storage - many market gardens have rudimentary facilities but 
some area of cover and cold storage is almost essential. 

• Delivery – market gardeners will need to get their produce to the customer. 
Shared delivery can reduce this cost but most operations will have at least 
one vehicle. 
 

Some markets gardens have been able to capitalise on local authority nurseries 
that have huge glasshouses that were previously used for growing ornamental 
plants for parks. Significant work may be required to make them fit for purpose as 
they are often concreted or have spread gravel over the soil inside the glasshouses. 
Organiclea and Growing Communities Farm in Dagenham, both London-based 
projects, provide good examples of this. 

Of course not all market gardens are close to cities, and those that are in more 
isolated regions also face challenges. A number of market gardens located in 
National Parks have struggled to establish or expand due to the restriction on 
planning for polytunnels or sheds for example.  Chagford Community Market 
Garden, a Dartmoor based CSA, found this was a significant barrier to their 
success.  

To own or not to own - many farmers and growers (not just new entrants) dream 
of owning the land on which they farm. In the case of vegetable growing for a 
market garden, the figures tend to be lower as the land area is less, making a small 
farm potentially more affordable. In reality though, owning your own farmland is 
now as out of reach for many farmers, as owning your own home is for a large 
proportion of the population. 
 

Many successful growers find they can succeed and even thrive by renting from a 
larger farm. There are numerous cases of this working well, especially when the 
larger farm or estate is organic or owned by a sympathetic and supportive 
landowner. Synergies can create what have been termed ‘land partnerships’5 with 
tenants (and land owners) sharing land, equipment, markets and knowledge.  

Rental payments tend to be low in comparison to the overall outgoings of a farm. 
While this is partly in recognition of the low income and profits from vegetable 
production, it does mean that renting can be a much more viable option for new 
and small farmers, allowing them to use what little capital they may have on the 
necessary start-up costs like polytunnels, machinery and seeds.  

The insecurity of short term tenancies - lack of security is seen has the biggest risk 
to renting land for horticulture. Short-term tenancies limit a growers’ capacity to 
plant and invest in perennial crops and infrastructure. The length of a tenancy 
term can limit a bank’s willingness to make a loan to a new enterprise. Lack of 
security goes beyond just losing land but also extends to the risk of losing a loyal 
market and customer relationships if a farm business has to relocate entirely to 
find new land, particularly if it has relied on direct selling and direct connection to 
a place. 
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Ongoing challenges 

While the challenges above and in other reports on access to land deal mainly with 
initial acquiring of land, whether by renting, buying or other innovative models, 
being able to run a successful viable business is crucial to keeping that land.  
The average age of farmers in the UK remains high, but many farming and growing 
organisations are reporting more new and young farmers coming into the sector. 
This is by no means enough, but at least they are coming. A recent survey showed 
fewer farmers in the 40-50 years age range. It may be that the current new 
entrants have yet to fill this gap but it may also be because they or their 
businesses burn out.6 The Moss Brook Growers report raises many other relevant 
questions around the ongoing viability of farms and farmers, from an economic 
perspective as well as exploring health and wellbeing. Rob Alderson says: 

“I am concerned about where new growers are going to come 
from… There will be those that don’t mind living on nothing… and 
working all hours, whose personal and family situation allows it. 
There will be those with money to bring… But this all feels like an 
incredibly small pool of potential growers, and an enormous 
restriction on a sector which should be expanding.”7 

Hours worked and wages  - many small scale growers work incredibly long hours (6 
of 20 working more than 70 hours a week in the Moss Brook study)8, and those that 
are business owners rarely pay themselves what would be considered a minimum 
wage salary, especially when the number of hours is taken into account. They lack 
common benefits such as sick pay, holidays and paying into a pension. Self-
exploitation is also common, although this is not specific to farming small 
businesses per se. 

Labour costs – paying employees is one of the major costs in organic horticulture, 
especially as it cannot rely on chemicals for regular jobs such as weeding. The 
recent introduction of a National Living Wage increased labour costs for many 
enterprises. Some farms use networks like WWOOF (worldwide workers on organic 
farms) to access non-wage workers, offering an educational and cultural 
experience. However there are also many that rely on non-wage workers or offer 
‘internships’ – a form of training in return for food, accommodation and stipend. 
The ethics and efficiency of this is the cause of some debate within the small 
agroecological farming sector.  

Cost of production – a significant challenge which impacts on farm financial 
efficiency is the difficulties in monitoring costs of production. It is relatively easy 
to calculate cost of production for a large area of a single crop. However, the 
complexity of market gardens and the high number of crops and varieties make 
assigning costs to each crop almost impossible. As a result many smaller producers 
simply give up this sort of record keeping and so have little understanding of their 
cost of production or of which crops are economically viable.  
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7	Alderson,	R.	(2016)	Moss	Brook	Growers	venture	forth,	The	Organic	Grower	–	No	34	Spring	2016	
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There is an added factor here in that many new entrants to horticulture have 
specifically chosen this path as a rejection of “capitalism” and so are not inclined 
to spend too much time on the business side preferring to be in the field doing the 
growing. 

Retail versus wholesale – choosing which market to supply is tricky. Direct selling 
a wide range of high value crops can offer high prices but is more expensive and 
complicated. An oversimplified system can make a business vulnerable by relying 
too heavily on a small number of customers. In addition, bad weather can cause 
massive impacts on a narrow cropping plan. With a large number of crops, 
widespread failure is less usual. 

Unlike many European countries, market gardeners in the UK do not have a history 
of co-operation. This leads to most of them growing a wide range of crops, and 
then having to do all the marketing and packing and so on. Inevitably it is hard for 
a grower (or more usually a couple) to have all the skills that are needed and many 
businesses are held back for this reason. 

Some growers are starting to question this model and some of the most successful 
have some direct sales outlets (whether that is their own box scheme or market 
stall) but also supply into the wholesale market, for instance to other box schemes 
or farm shops or to regional wholesalers.  
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Conclusions 
While this report has perhaps painted a rather grim picture of the prospects for 
market gardens and small fruit and vegetable producers in the UK it is also a time 
of great change. The current dramatic changes to the UK’s position within 
European and wider markets, the need to develop our own subsidy model, 
potential restrictions to imported labour and much needed dietary changes also 
create huge opportunities for local fruit 
and veg production. 

There is a growing interest among 
growers in the UK to tackle this 
challenge, with farms like Moss Brook 
Growers creating a system of recording 
that gives them a huge amount of 
information. However it takes time, 
and for growers that already work long 
hours it is often not their first 
priority.  Some new growers are 
developing their business models as 
their confidence, skills and resilience 
grow, allowing them to move from 
wholesale to retail markets that require more flexibility and responsiveness. 

Cities, like Lancaster and Bristol for example, with a thriving local food community 
can provide good markets for market gardens. Increasing awareness of provenance 
and desire for fresh local produce will increase. And with city specific initiatives, 
such as Sustainable Food Cities, awareness of and support for market gardens in 
and around cities is growing. 

There is land available for new entrants to start market gardens, though with the 
high purchase price this will often be rented, with the associated issues of security 
of tenure. With many of the grower pioneers from the 1970s now reaching 
retirement age there is also potential for matching up successors for their 
businesses and making full use of existing skills and infrastructure.  

For those producers with the energy and vision to take on the challenge, and with 
the potential opportunities Brexit may bring for increased demand of British 
produce, we hope to see something of a renaissance of market gardens. 
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